The combination of silicon and nanotechnology offers the possibility to design ultrafast silicon electro-optic switches with speeds of the order of 100 GHz. The design procedure for an ultrafast silicon electro-optic switch with the addition of photonic crystals is presented. The material medium selected for propagation of the optical signal through the switch is silicon nanocrystals in silica. A patterned slot waveguide with one-dimensional photonic crystals is proposed as the preferred slow light waveguide to be used in the design of the electro-optic switch. The ultrafast quadratic electro-optic effect or Kerr effect is the physical effect utilized, and its analysis for slot waveguides is discussed. The optical structure analysis of the electro-optic switch using a ring resonator is presented and it is shown theoretically that the use of a slow light waveguide in the ring resonator can reduce the required externally applied electric field or the radius of the ring resonator.
INTRODUCTION
Silicon has potential to be widely used in photonics. Some of the driving factors for the development of silicon based photonics are compatibility with well-developed silicon integrated circuit manufacturing, possibility of nanometer scale fabrication and excellent material properties such as comparatively high third order nonlinear susceptibility, and low transmission loss at the telecommunication wavelength of 1.55 micrometers [1] .
Photonic devices such as a silicon ultrafast electro-optic switch with speeds of the order of 100 GHz would be useful for optical communication networks in order to process large spectral bandwidth signals. Transmission bandwidths of up to 30 GHz have been achieved from silicon electro-optic modulators which utilize the free carrier plasma dispersion effect to induce a change in the refractive index of the medium [2] . Free carrier plasma dispersion effect relies on change in the charge carrier concentration to induce a refractive index change in the material. The change in the charge carrier concentration can be achieved through carrier injection into an undoped sample or carrier depletion from a doped sample. The drawback of carrier injection and carrier depletion are that their response times are at best in the range of picoseconds and require high drive voltages of around 8 V to operate the device [3] . One would have to pump in more energy in order to increase the speed using the free carrier effect and therefore this effect is not suitable to be used when the desired speeds are of the order of 100 GHz or more. A commonly used physical effect for electro-optic devices is the linear electro-optic effect. This effect is non-existent in silicon as it is a centro-symmetric material. Examples of materials that are used for electro-optic devices that rely on the linear electro-optic effect are lithium niobate and III/V group semiconductors. However, due to integration and technological compatibility issues with silicon fabrication, linear electro-optic devices have not been widely used. An alternative approach is to utilize the third order nonlinearity of silicon for switching operation. The third order nonlinearity has been used for all-optical effects such as self-phase modulation and four wave mixing. Instead of using the all-optical effects, the quadratic electro-optic effect or Kerr effect can be used to achieve ultrafast switching in a silicon-based electro-optic device with speeds of the order of 100 GHz [4] .
Nanophotonic structures such as silicon nanocrystals, slot waveguides and photonic crystals possess unique advantages such as high material nonlinearity, strong confinement and enhanced phase sensitivity [5, 6, 7] , respectively. The objective of this research paper is to utilize the advantages of the nanophotonic structures in order to optimize the operation of an ultrafast silicon electro-optic switch at the telecommunication wavelength of 1.55 micrometers.
NANOPHOTONIC STRUCTURES
Nanophotonic structures involve light and matter interaction at the nanometer scale [8] . New physical effects are exhibited when light and matter interactions are confined to such a small volume [9] which could be useful for electrooptic switches.
Nanocrystals
In order to design a silicon based electro-optic device, it is desired that the material possess comparatively large third order nonlinear susceptibility ( ) or the Kerr coefficient . At the wavelength of 1550 nm, the values of ( ) for bulk silicon and silica glass are 3 × 10 / and 2.2 × 10 / respectively [10] . These values are very weak to be useful for an electro-optic switch. By using the quantum confinement effect which involves reducing the size of the material to the order of nanometers, the third order nonlinear susceptibility is enhanced [11] . The new material structures are called nanocrystals.
In addition to large material nonlinearity, it is desired that the material be compatible with mass manufacturing processes. A material that satisfies both these criteria is silicon nanocrystals in silica ( − / ) . It can be mass manufactured through standard fabrication methods such as low-pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) or plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) [12] . Table 1 Comparison of material properties for different types of silicon-based materials *Note: It is observed from the table that using the standard expression for FOM in silica glass would result in a large figure of merit because of its negligible . However, it possesses a very weak χ ( ) to be useful for practical applications that rely on nonlinear effects [13] . Table 1 gives a comparison of the material parameters for silica glass, bulk silicon and silicon nanocrystals at a wavelength of 1.55 micrometers [10] . The nonlinear material figure of merit = ( ) = , where is the free space impedance and is the operating wavelength, is calculated for bulk silicon and silicon nanocrystals with the available material data. We observe that silicon nanocrystals in silica provide at least one order of magnitude improvement in χ ( ) which is useful for nonlinear effects such as the Kerr effect, and has a better figure of merit compared to bulk silicon.
Slot Waveguides
In traditional optical waveguides, the principle of light transmission is through total internal reflection. Therefore one has to rely on the optical properties of the high refractive index medium of the optical waveguide. A new type of waveguide structure has been designed in which the optical signal is confined in the low refractive index medium [6, 14] . These waveguides are called slot waveguides. In such waveguides the optical properties of the low index medium can be utilized.
The operation of the slot waveguide is based on the utilization of evanescent waves. By confining the evanescent waves to a narrow slot region whose width is smaller than the decay length of the evanescent wave, these evanescent waves can then be guided along the slot waveguide. The physical phenomenon that is utilized in the slot waveguide is still total internal reflection as in conventional waveguides, but it is the evanescent wave in the narrow slot region filled with a low index medium that is guided. Therefore in a slot waveguide, one can utilize the optical properties of the low refractive index medium. For the case of the silicon-based electro-optic switch, this would mean using a slot waveguide to realize the optical properties of silicon nanocrystals (low index medium). Another advantage of using the slot waveguide for the electro-optic switch is that the externally applied voltage would produce a strong electric field inside the waveguide due to the narrow slot region.
Photonic Crystals
Photonic crystals are materials with a periodic change in the refractive index of the material. For a periodic structure to interact with the light propagating through it, the periodicity of the refractive index change must be of the order of the wavelength of the propagating light. Therefore the photonic crystal lattice constant should be in the range of 100 nm to 1 micrometer [15] .
The periodicity of the structure in photonic crystals gives rise to slow propagating modes, which can be advantageous for switching application. The slow propagating modes also called slow light arise due to the coherent backscattering that occurs at the interface between the high and low refractive index mediums in the photonic crystals structure [16] . Optical switches rely on relative phase change for their operation. The relative phase change is commonly expressed as ∆ where ∆ is the change in the angular wave number and is the length of the waveguide. We know that ∆ is given by:
Here is the angular wavenumber in vacuum and ∆ is the refractive index change induced by an external effect. The ∆ that needs to be considered here is the change in the effective modal index as the switch operates with guided modes. The change in the effective modal index depends on the dispersion characteristics for the waveguide. For a photonic crystal waveguide, the slope in the dispersion curve is not constant like in a conventional waveguide [17] . Due to this, ∆ and therefore the change in the effective modal index is much greater in the region of the dispersion curve where the slope is small (slow light regime) as compared to the region where the dispersion curve is steep (fast light regime). As ∆ varies with the slope of the dispersion curve it can be expressed in terms of the group velocity. The group velocity is present in the slowdown factor which is defined as the "ratio of the phase velocity to the group velocity" [16] . Therefore expressing ∆ in terms of the slowdown factor (S) [16] , we obtain
The slowdown factor for conventional waveguides made from common materials is of the order of 1 [17] . For photonic crystal waveguides, the dispersion characteristics can be tuned by making changes to the photonic crystal structure and group velocities close to 90 times slower than the speed of light in air have been experimentally observed [18] . This would give photonic crystal waveguides greater ∆ and therefore increased phase sensitivity compared to conventional waveguides for the same ∆ .
Slot and Slow Light Waveguides
Applications of slow light photonic crystal waveguides mostly utilize all-optical effects such as self-phase modulation, cross phase modulation, four wave mixing and all-optical switching [19, 7] . Instead of utilizing photonic crystal waveguides for all-optical operations their electro-optic functionality is analyzed and applied for ultrafast switching in this paper.
The type of a waveguide that serves well for an electro-optic switch is a combination of a slot waveguide and a photonic crystal waveguide. This is because slot waveguides confine the optical signal to a narrow slot region thereby resulting in a strong electric field which would be useful for switching. Photonic crystal waveguides provide the unique property of dispersion control of the slow propagating modes.
Examples of waveguide structures that combine slot waveguides and photonic crystals are the slotted photonic crystal waveguides [20] and the one dimensional photonic crystals embedded into a slot waveguide (1D PhoCSloW) [21] . The 1D PhoCSloW structure consists of a rectangular slot waveguide made of silicon and the slot region consists of silicon nanocrystals in silicon oxide. Photonic crystals are introduced in the design of the slot waveguides by defining air slits perpendicular to the direction of propagation of light. The internal comb geometry of the air slits in the slot waveguide considered is characterized at the wavelength of 1.55 micrometers. At this wavelength, the group velocity is found to be 0.09 c, where c is the speed of light in air. The internal comb structure of the slot waveguide discussed in [21] has a potential to be directly integrated into the design of the Kerr switch [4] in order to take the advantages of slow propagating light.
KERR EFFECT
The physical effect utilized in the operation of the switch is the Kerr effect. As silicon is a centro-symmetric material, its second order susceptibility is zero. Therefore one has to rely on the third order nonlinear susceptibility ( ) of silicon to induce a refractive index change in the material. The material property ( ) has been used for all optical effects such as four wave mixing [22] and the all-optical Kerr effect [12, 7] . Instead of using ( ) for all-optical effects, its electro-optic functionality is explored and utilized in the design of an ultrafast silicon electro-optic switch in [4] . The Kerr effect is a pure electric field effect. It is caused by the displacement of bound electrons due to the applied electric field. This results in a nonlinear polarization in the medium that causes a change in the refractive index of the medium. This effect depends on the third order nonlinear susceptibility of the material [4, 23] . The response time of the Kerr effect is of the order of 10 s [24] and is therefore very fast. Due to its sub-picosecond response times, this effect has the potential to be utilized for ultrafast switching. Based on the theoretical work on the Kerr effect [23] , the induced refractive index change (Δ ) for a fully applied external electric field is ( ) . Using the material data presented in table 1 and for an external electric field of 1V/100nm, the Δ due to Kerr effect is calculated for different types of silicon in table 2. We observe that there is at least an order of magnitude improvement in Δ due to Kerr effect in silicon nanocrystals compared to bulk silicon and silica glass. For device applications a Δ of the order of at least 10 is desired. Therefore silicon nanocrystals are chosen as the electro-optic medium for the design of the Kerr switch.
Kerr Effect Analysis In Slot Waveguides
The calculation of the refractive index change in the electro-optic medium depends upon the externally applied electric field on the medium. For the slot waveguide this would involve calculation of the electric field inside the slot.
The schematic of a cross sectional view of a horizontal silicon slot waveguide with silicon nanocrystals filled in the slot [25] is shown in the figure below,
The slot waveguide consists of a slot region of width filled with silicon nanocrystals. The slot region is surrounded by high index amorphous silicon (a-Si) and crystalline silicon (c-Si) layers of thicknesses and respectively. The slot waveguide is embedded in layers of silicon dioxide having thicknesses and . Considering infinite layers in the x axis direction and being the externally applied voltage, the electric field in the slot ( ) can be derived to be:
Here , , are the refractive indices of silicon, silicon nanocrystals and silica, respectively.
Utilizing of the concept of slow light discussed in section 2.3, the induced phase shift for a slow light waveguide using the Kerr effect is:
From equation (4) we can observe that a slot waveguide that includes a slow light structure is more phase sensitive compared to a conventional slot waveguide because of the slowdown factor S. The enhanced phase sensitivity leads to advantages in the required externally applied electric field or the size of a device. 
THE PROPOSED KERR SWITCH
A resonator structure has the ability to enhance weak interactions that results in drastic change in the output due to changes in the refractive index. This property has been used for implementing modulators [26, 27] . The micro-ring resonator structure utilized in [27] is considered for the design of the Kerr switch. For the ring waveguide in the resonator structure, a slot waveguide and the photonic crystal embedded slot waveguide discussed section 2.4 are analysed here. The horizontal configuration of the slot waveguide is considered. The feasibility of the Kerr switch can be estimated using the same configuration of the ring resonator structure described in [27] . The operational parameters for the ring resonator are the resonant wavelength of 1.5532032 micrometers, the resonator circumference of 12 micrometres, the free spectral range of 15.532 nm and the resonance linewidth of 0.0426 nm [4] . Using the ring resonator's operational parameters, the finesse of the ring resonator is 364.6 and its Q factor is 36,460. The calculated loss coefficient for a 15 dB transmission at resonance is 0.99699 which corresponds to an attenuation loss of 6.94 dB/cm in the ring waveguide. The optimized version of the horizontal slot waveguide considered has silicon nanocrystals in the slot region with effective index of 2.06 for the fundamental mode. The transmission spectrum for the Kerr switch considered is plotted below [4, 28] . The above figure shows the transmission characteristics for no applied external voltage (Off state) and the transmission curve for a desired 10 dB extinction ratio which requires an effective index change of 2.95 × 10 (On state) .This corresponds to a material index change of 5.9 × 10 in silicon nanocrystals (Δ ) [4] . The voltage that is required across a 100 nm slot to induce a material index change of 5.9 × 10 is 0.578 V. As previously calculated in table 2, the refractive index change induced in silicon nanocrystals for an electric field of 1 V/100 nm is 1.76 × 10 , which is greater than the required Δ for a 10 dB extinction ratio. Therefore a 10 dB extinction ratio can be achieved in the Kerr switch through an available refractive index change in silicon nanocrystals.
Proposed Structure
The application of a slow light waveguide in the in the design of the Kerr switch has the potential to reduce the required externally applied electric field to achieve the same extinction ratio. This is because for a slow light waveguide, the phase sensitivity is enhanced by the slowdown factor S as explained in section 2.3.
Consider the case where the ring waveguide in the ring resonator is replaced by a slow light waveguide [28] . The change in the resonant wavelength of the fundamental mode Δ can be expressed in terms of the slowdown factor S as:
Utilizing the expression for the material change in refractive index through the Kerr effect, the required electric field E to achieve the same Δ is:
We observe that the new electric field, , required to achieve the same extinction ratio is:
Here is the required electric field using a conventional slot waveguide. Hence with the use of the slow light waveguide, the required switching electric field is reduced and therefore the applied external voltage is reduced. For the actual slow light waveguide in the design, a circular version of the photonic crystal embedded slot waveguide referred to in section 2.4 can be used in the ring resonator. From equation (6) we can observe that the required extinction ratio can be achieved using a slow light waveguide by operating at the same electric field but with a reduced ring radius. This leads to a smaller device size and is therefore useful for large scale integration; although increase in bending and scattering losses needs to be considered. The main advantage however, is the reduction in the switching voltage.
CONCLUSION
The design of an ultrafast Kerr effect switch with inclusion of photonic crystals has been analyzed. It was shown that the slow light effect due to the inclusion of photonic crystals has the potential to reduce the required externally applied switching voltage or the radius of the ring resonator. This is expected to reduce the switching energy or lead to a smaller device size. Further research in terms of the device figure of merit and electrical parameters analysis need to be carried out in order to fully understand the potential of the Kerr switch.
